Begin All Things By First Using The All

:At-sik-hata :Nation of :Yamassee-Moors submission to UN Special Rapporteur in the Filed of Cultural rights: Submission to study on intentional destruction of cultural heritage.

18th month 15th day 70 year Yamassic Calendar
[May 28, 2016 of the Gregorian Calendar]

a. The Impact of intentional destruction of cultural heritage on the enjoyment of human rights, and particularly cultural rights is the following:

- Deliberate and commercial annihilation and genocide of Indigenous Peoples and their descendants in perpetuity/absolute result is to exterminate Indigenous Peoples and their cultural rights, except if monetary gains, financial industry can be created out of it (i.e. Casinos, Movies, Theme parks, Commercialization of Indigenous Peoples.)

- The impact of destruction of tangible cultural heritage on intangible cultural heritage is for extermination of Indigenous Peoples.

- On cultural practices and beliefs is for the purpose of either and/or both: to exterminated the Indigenous Peoples and take that knowledge which was theirs and to claim ownership of it for the purpose of commercializing their knowledge for the benefit of status-quo and/or Europeans.

- To keep them marginalized and restrict indigenous peoples growing, flourishing and being able to live their culture without fear of discrimination, loss of Human Rights and Loss of Indigenous Rights. Intentional Destruction’s purpose is to destroy and in limited cases monetize and capitalize off of indigenous peoples’ culture, heritage and rights that they and they only are entitled to.

b. Examples of deliberate destruction of Indigenous Peoples Heritage are as follows:

On or about September 3, 2012, RCMP and Canada Immigration arrived at secured indigenous property – see scribd/ facebook weblink – looking for the
Matriarch of our Nation and nearly grabbed Chief NanyaShaabuEl's mother (Merle Berrinice Henry), assuming she was our Matriarch. The RCMP and Canada Immigration proceeded to enter the house on indigenous property – without a search warrant.


Uploaded on Jun 3, 2010

as of the date June 2nd 2010 the foreign head of state Chief of the At-Sik:Hata Nation :Nanya-Shaabu:El has by forced assimilation threat duress U.C.C 1-103.6 AND WAS FORCED TO GO THROUGH ANOTHER PSYCH EVALUATION YESTERDAY. THIS IS THE 3RD UNLAWFUL KIDNAPPING OF THE MAKU! By Alberta & Canadian Government Officials) IN 2008 2) 2009(KIDNAPPING OF THE MAKU VIDEO) 3) JUNE 2010. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhP4xSqnVDc

Published on Oct 21, 2012

This is part 2 of the Kidnapping of our Indigenous Foreign Head of State :Maku:Nanya-Shaabu:El©TM On June 19th 2012 which was Indigenous Aboriginal Day speaking with our Matriarch :Diani-Bey:El©TM

15 Alberta sheriffs trespassed on secured property with Sub(Automatic) machine guns on treaty 6 Indigenous land and surrounds the house Showing the intent to murder and kill our :Maku and did in fact kidnapped our :Maku(WITHOUT A WARRANT) which is a INTERNATIONAL CRIME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwALBWm-aVI

Published on Mar 16, 2014

Pope Francis 1st & The Vatican is in Commercial Dishonor, UCC 3-305 by refusing registered RW927 882 785 CA

March 13, 2014 at {{Voice=roundrobin,male}}7:45pm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aycbApYmj2s

Published on Apr 14, 2014

Why is Yahoo Blocking :Maku:Nanya-Shaabu:Eil(R)(C)TM'S E-Mail?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBkjSvPXgig

Published on May 16, 2013

:Maku:Nanya-Shaabu:Eil(C)(R)TM Speaks with Clayton County Staff Attorney Christie Cross Barnes


the first minute is VERY SCRATCHY because the cell-phone, which is TAPPED meaning someone else was listening in on the call as it was made, did not want me to make the call to Clayton County Staff Attorney Christie Barnes. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p60z7SWI0I.
WhiteFalcon Sundseer Talks to Maku How Facebook Shut him out of his Acct 3 17 16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3g-Z_HAh85Q

Published on Apr 12, 2016
Septepen Ra Eil Speaks to Westen Union Reps Edward and Rodriguez 4 11 16 wmv

Evidence of Economic Sanctions when you are Asserting Your Indigenous Claims and Indigenous Standing.

Government Agencies coerce and manipulate Finance companies like Western Union to Stop and obstruct commerce involving indigenous peoples. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKoiA7_h1o4

Abdur Kull Shaayuata Bi Wah Saamus Shil Pa Temt-ta
CONFERENACE CALL ON MONDAY FEBRUARY 8, 2016 7PM(EST) FOR THOSE WHO WERE AT THE UN EXPERT FOR PEOPLE OF AFRICAN DESCENT(UN INTERNATIONAL DECADE FOR PEOPLE OF AFRICAN DESCENT) WGEPAD Press Conference UN Information Centre, January 29, 2016 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXznvVIYBvA

Published on Mar 29, 2016
Sound/Frequency attack against Sa Auset Tauwieret(C)TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvGL3CXU6Yg&feature=youtu.be
Today [ call to New York Department of Labour appeal board regarding request for transcripts from The Hearing/Ruling granting unemployment benefits from BHA for termination of employment due to NON-DISQUALIFYING REASONS. Re:breach of contract by Brooklyn Hearing Associates(BHA). EDWARD L. ALEO, RAYMOND CATANIA, BROOKLYN HEARING ASSOCIATES.et. al...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvGL3CXU6Yg&feature=youtu.be
Sound/Frequency attack against Sa Auset Tauwieret(C)TM 3-29-16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lduB9m-gIBw

Published on Dec 6, 2015
Part one of me calling Satapenra El downin [Hueytown, Alabama] and I am BLOCKED as you can hear the Call is SCRAMBLED!!! PROOF that the Information I put out is CORRECT, RIGHT and EXACT!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiPs72biV4A

Published on May 24, 2016
:Sa-Auset:Tauwieret contacted the sister Cocoa Butter regarding Indigenous Standing, Commerce, UCC etc. and her phone got ZAPPED!!! HUMMED!!! EMF Frequency attack. yes, The MATRIX does NOT want "Black" "African-American" Free - BLACK has NO STANDING at Law!!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzMe6C13B1o

Let's Create this attachement a LIVING Document an Example of Asserting Indigenous Rights on the Planet for ALL to hear and SHOW how the STATE OF NEW YORK AND THE UNITED STATES/ UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, violates Indigenous Rights, Human Rights and International
c) Examples of good practices especially with regard to prevention and protection against destruction see b. above.

d. To our knowledge the International (and Domestic) Treaties, Conventions, Laws; Domestic Statutes, Codes legislation is in place and published. The problem is not strategies (that is what the United Nations Charter and International Law was created for to provide remedy) the problem is lack of effort on part of the State members to implement/enforce these conventions. Should Indigenous Rights and Cultural rights come into conflict with corporations, transnational corporations whose interest is development of resources first and cultural rights come last. Until that is admitted to by the United Nations and the state members, cultural rights and the destruction of cultural heritage will continue. There is no way that indigenous peoples will enjoy cultural rights if the state members do not honor their contractual obligation/agreement to enforce/provide remedy and recourse to indigenous peoples.

The UNDRIP and the UN International Decade for People of African Descent should be considered cultural rights defenders. The issue is if it going to cost too much money (from the state’s point of view) to implement and defend cultural rights, then what is the United Nation going to do to either assist with the financial obligation or make the United Nations mandate that the British Accredited Registry (BAR), The Inns of Court/Royal Courts of Justice, International Bar Association (IBA) inform their members they must provide cultural rights, remedy and recourse regardless of how much it cost the state or Central Banks. Further, if cost is the issue then the Central Banks must change their banking structure which is based on fractional reserve banking. Indigenous peoples are the center of the World Economic System and it cannot operate nor function without them. The fact indigenous peoples are central to world commerce/industry/production etc. proves, that cultural rights defenders must be deemed as important (even more important) than a bank and the banking system – which controls the purse strings of governments, corporations, businesses and countries – must be reduced to safekeeping of finances, not control of a country’s purse string. No cultural defenders that may be at risk are safe when Banks, particularly the Rothschilds Bank, Trust and its Control of the world’s Banks and finances, are in control. The Bank(s) will choose profit over culture; will The united Nations choose true world freedom of Indigenous peoples/Cultural rights Defenders over Money(sic)/Fiat currency?

If there are any further, questions or concerns regarding his attendance please do not hesitate to contact me. I give consent and Permission for this Response to be made available on the OHCHR Website.

Peace, With The Spirit of :Our :Ancestors, Now.

UCC 1-308 All Indigenous Rights Reserved. UNDRIP.
Constitution of the :At-sik-hata :Nation of :Yamassee-Moors

Chief: Nanya-Shaabu;Eil:©TM 53 34 00 N. Lat; 113 31 00 W. Long
Papaschase, Turtle Island / :Atlan, Muu-Lan – http://sites.google.com/site/authenticexport/atsikhata-1
[GD STN MAIN , EDMONTON, AB T5J 2G8]
Phone: 1-587-712-0639 Email: truenative9@yahoo.com , atsikhataym@gmail.com
, www.twitter.com/kham19 ,
Social networking: www.facebook.com/Nanya_Shaabu_Eil , UN ICERD REPORT:
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CERD/Shared%20Documents/USA/INT_CERD_NGO_USA_17721_E.pdf